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ABSTRACT: We investigate the dielectric constant and the dielectric
decrement of aqueous NaCl solutions by means of molecular dynamic
simulations. We thereby compare the performance of four different force
fields and focus on disentangling the origin of the dielectric decrement and
the influence of scaled ionic charges, as often used in nonpolarizable force
fields to account for the missing dynamic polarizability in the shielding of
electrostatic ion interactions. Three of the force fields showed excessive
contact ion pair formation, which correlates with a reduced dielectric
decrement. In spite of the fact that the scaling of charges only weakly influenced the average polarization of water molecules
around an ion, the rescaling of ionic charges did influence the dielectric decrement, and a close-to-linear relation of the slope of
the dielectric constant as a function of concentration with the ionic charge was found.

1. INTRODUCTION

Electrolytic solutions and the solid−electrolyte interface are of
importance in biological systems as well as for various chemical
applications, such as batteries, and in the electrochemical
industry. The computational modeling of electrolytes and
solid−electrolyte interfaces is, however, challenging due to the
large amount of atoms and molecules that need to be
simulated. Implicit solvation models augmented by (modified)
Poisson−Boltzmann models to account for nonzero ionic
strength provide a computationally cheap workaround.1,2

These continuum models alleviate the need for thermody-
namic sampling of the electrolyte degrees of freedom. On the
downside, these models commonly require a parametrization,
and the fitted parameters are often not transferable (e.g.,
between neutral solutes and charged solutes3 or between
molecules and surfaces4,5). Even when using available
experimental data as “parameters” (e.g., the concentration-
and temperature-dependent dielectric constant of the electro-
lyte), implicit solvation models systematically fail at high ion
concentrations when the atomistic nature of the solvent
becomes important.6 Force-field-based molecular dynamics
calculations on the other hand provide a comparatively cheap
option to access the solvent degrees of freedom explicitly. It is,
however, nontrivial to devise force fields that correctly describe
important properties such as the solubility, density-over-
temperature curves at different ionic concentrations, and
activity coefficients.7−9

Most available and commonly used electrolyte force fields
combine nonpolarizable water models with Lennard-Jones and
Coulomb interactions for the ion−ion and water−ion
interactions. In recent years, it has, however, been realized
that this approach generally leads to an incorrect prediction of
diffusivity constantsa fact that Kann and Skinner10 have
remedied by rescaling the ionic charges. This rescaling of

charges was originally proposed by Leontyev and Stuche-
brukhov.11 It is based on the idea of phenomenologically
including the effect of an electronic dielectric continuum
contribution to the polarizability in classical molecular
dynamics.12 Leontyev and Stuchebrukhov have coined this
the molecular dynamics electronic continuum (MDEC)
model,11,12 which has also been referred to as the electronic
continuum correction (EEC) method.13 It has been widely
used with good results,9,14 for example, for the structure of
concentrated ionic solutions,13 electronic conductivity,15 as
well as solvation and ion pairing.16 The rescaled charges should
account for the missing static polarizability of the water in the
force field but could cause other undesired effects: for example,
when ions sample regions in space that have a polarizability
different from that of water or when ion association becomes
important at high concentrations.10 Addressing the latter
concern, Benavides et al.17 showed that while the scaling of ion
charges has a considerable effect on the free energy of the solid,
the melting temperature can still be captured correctly by
scaled ion force fields. In the present paper, we want to
investigate the influence of the ion scaling approach on the
dielectric decrement, that is, the reduction of the dielectric
constant of water with increasing ion concentration.
The fact that solvated ions can influence the dielectric

constant of the solvent was already recognized in the early 20th
century18 and was rigorously studied experimentally by Hasted
et al.19 for a large number of salts and wide concentration
ranges. For NaCl, they found a linear dielectric decrement at
low concentrations that levels off at concentrations above 2 M.
A tentative explanation of this effect, which is actually still in
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line with today’s commonly accepted explanation, was already
put forward by Blüh18 in 1924. The basic idea is that, in the
vicinity of an ion, the water dipoles will rather align along the
field created by the ion than react to an external field. As a
result of this, the water molecules in the so-formed solvation
shell will not contribute to the dielectric response18,20 or
contribute to a lesser extent21 than “free” water molecules, thus
lowering the dielectric constant. This effect can be expected to
be linear with concentration as long as the concentrations are
low. At higher concentrations, volume exclusion effects,22,23 as
well as effects of overlapping hydration shells,24 ion−ion
correlations (dressed ions),25,26 ion−ion correlations beyond
the mean field,23,27 ion pair formation,28 and ion polar-
izabilities29 may become important. Alternatively (or addition-
ally), the dielectric decrement may also be caused by an ion-
induced breakdown of dipole−dipole correlation, as put
forward by Rinne et al.30 Such a breakdown in dipole−dipole
correlation would reduce the Kirkwood g factor31 and thus
reduce the dielectric constant.
Although most force fields suffer from an incorrect

representation of the dielectric constant at zero ionic strength,
the effect of the dielectric decrement can be captured
astonishingly well on the force field level (see, e.g., refs 30,
32−37). Remarkable accuracy, even at high concentrations,
can be obtained with force fields optimized toward the correct
representation of the dielectric constant.38

In spite of a plethora of force-field-based studies on the
dielectric decrement, there are only a few comparative studies,
and several questions remain.

1. How far is the observed dielectric decrement influenced
by the force field used?

2. Will the decrement diminish if the ionic charges are
rescaled?

3. Are our observations more in line with an effect of
dielectric saturation close to the ions, or may the
decrement indeed be influenced more strongly by the
breakdown of water correlation as suggested by Rinne et
al.?30

To answer these questions, we simulate the dielectric constant
at different concentrations of NaCl between 0 and 5 M using 4
different force fields, two of them with ionic charges equal to
qion = ±1.0e and two with scaled ionic charges of qion = ±0.85e.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we describe

the computational methods, including the different FF
parameters, the details regarding the computational setup,
the procedure to calculate the dielectric constant, and the
analysis of the MD data. Then, we present our results for the
dielectric constant at different temperatures and ionic
concentrations, discuss ion-pairing effects, and analyze the
influence of rescaled ionic charges in Section 3, which is
followed by the conclusions in Section 4.

2. METHODS
2.1. Force Fields. All force fields that are used in this work

describe interactions among and between (rigid) water
molecules and the sodium and chloride ions based on
Coulomb
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(pair) potentials. Here, the indices i and j refer to H and O
atoms as well as Na+ and Cl− ions, and rij is the distance
between the pair (i, j). The atomic and ionic charges qi for the
Coulomb interaction and the well depth γij and distance
parameters σij appearing in the LJ potential are tabulated in full
detail in the Supporting Information for the four different force
fields employed in this study. Here, we only summarize the
essential distinguishing features.

• CC (qion = ±1e): This force field is based on ion
parameters determined by Smith and Dang by fitting to
energies of small clusters.39 Since we combine the ionic
parameters with SPC/E40 as a water force field, as
proposed by Chowdhuri and Chandra,33 we refer to this
force field as “CC”. Deviating from what has been
proposed by these authors, we use geometric combina-
tion rules for the LJ potential parameters in this work.

• MP (qion = ±1e): We also include a force field that relies
on the ion parameters from Mao and Pappu41 (MP).
These parameters are based purely on crystal lattice
properties and are hence independent of the water force
field. We combine it with TIP4P/200542 in the present
work.

• MP-S (qion = ±0.85e): Kann and Skinner10 proposed to
rescale the ionic charges appearing in the MP force field
to account for the lack of static polarizability in TIP4P/
2005.42 This scaled MP force field (termed MP-S in the
following) is thus equivalent to MP, except for the fact
that the ion charges are scaled by a factor 0.85.

• BPCEAV (qion = ±0.85e): This recent force field by
Benavides et al.17 (our acronym results from the first
letter of the authors’ last names) is also based on
TIP4P/200542 and employs ionic charges scaled by 0.85.
BPCEAV differs from MP-S because it has been fitted
more carefully to properties of the ionic solution.

2.2. Molecular Dynamics Simulations. All molecular
dynamics (MD) simulations were performed using the LAMMPS

code.43 Cubic boxes with box length L = 25.5 Å (i.e., with
volume V = L3) were used. The number of water molecules
was adjusted to match the experimental values for the density
of NaCl solutions at different molarities at 300 K. We studied a
large range of ionic concentrations c ∈ 0.0, 0.1, 0.2, 0.5, 1.0,
1.5, 2.0, 2.5, 3.0, 4.0, and 5.0 M. At zero ionic strength (c = 0
M), the box contained NH2O = 556 water molecules
corresponding to a density ρH2O = 0.99 g/cm3.
The initial structures for the simulations were generated

using PACKMOL.44 The resulting water boxes were equilibrated
in a 300 ps run, using a Berendsen45 thermostat with a target
temperature of 300 K (unless stated otherwise) and a damping
time of 100 fs. The integration time step was set to 1 fs. To
obtain results for the dielectric constant, simulations were run
for 12 ns with a time step of 1 fs using a Nose−́Hoover46,47
thermostat with a damping time of 100 fs. During both
equilibration and thermodynamic sampling, the long-range
part of the Coulomb potential was treated via the Ewald
summation technique48 for CC, while for MP, MPS, and
BPCEAV the particle−particle mesh solver49 was used. The LJ
potential was cut off at 12.5 Å for CC and at 10 Å for MP,
MPS, and BPCEAV in both parts of the simulations. The
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typical runtime of an entire simulation (both equilibration and
thermodynamic sampling together) for any concentration was
13 hours, parallelizing 16 physical cores of two eight-core Xeon
E5-2630 CPUs residing in the same compute node and using
the standard spatial decomposition implemented in LAMMPS.43

2.3. Dielectric Constant. In a pure dipolar solvent, the
dielectric constant can be obtained from the linear response
theory50 according to

ϵ = + ⟨ ⟩ − ⟨ ⟩
ϵVk T

M M
1

3

2 2

B 0 (3)

where kB is the Boltzmann constant, T is the temperature, and
M denotes the sum over all dipole moments pi in the
simulation cell. Here and in the following, ⟨·⟩ denotes time
averages.
In the presence of ions, the situation becomes more

complicated. The only measurable quantity then becomes
the frequency-dependent dielectric susceptibility, χ(ω), and
dynamic cross-terms in the solution dielectric function ϵ(ω) as
well as purely ionic terms would have to be taken into account
in calculating the dielectric susceptibility.30,51 Capturing these
effects at the low-frequency limit is, however, computationally
extremely challenging.30 The influence of kinetic cross-
terms33,52 and ion contributions30,35 on the dielectric
susceptibility can be expected to be small as long as ion
paring, which can significantly enhance the low-frequency
dielectric susceptibility, is negligible.35 As discussed in more
detail in Section 3.4, the ion-pairing times observed for the
force field discussed in this paper are such that an influence on
the dielectric response cannot be ruled out for certain without
calculating the dielectric response. However, rather than
aiming at a full reproduction of the dielectric spectrum, in
the present contribution, we are specifically interested in the
effect of different force fields on the dielectric decrement and,
especially, to what extent the scaling of ionic charges influences
dielectric decrement. We therefore do not aim at a full,
computationally challenging, simulation of the dielectric
susceptibility. Instead, we follow the commonly adopted
approach36,38 to limit our simulations to computing the static
solution dielectric constant ϵ as defined in eq 3 (i.e., neglecting
dynamic cross-terms to ϵ and ion contributions to χ).
In computing eq 3, we take advantage of the fact that ⟨M⟩ =

0. (Note that this is only true if atoms constituting a single
water molecule are taken from adjacent periodic cells using a
minimum distance convention.) Test calculations showed that
taking the statistical average of ⟨M⟩ into account does not
significantly influence our result, proving that ⟨M⟩ is well
converged to zero for the simulation times used.
Generally, the convergence of time-averaged quantities (like

ϵ as defined by eq 3) is judged based on plots of the
cumulative average, which should stabilize if the sampling time
is long enough. From such plots, it is, however, difficult to
estimate error bars for the averaged quantity. To obtain
statistical error bars for our estimates of ϵ, we therefore make
use of a reblocking analysis.53 This allows us to estimate a
value for the correlation-corrected standard deviation σ of the
observable. To this end, we first compute estimators of the
standard error for different block lengths M = 1, 2, 4, 8, ... of
the observable x = ⟨x⟩

σ =
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and NM is the number of blocks of length M contained in the
time series xk with k ∈ [1, NM·M]. The value of σM will
increase as long as serial correlation is still present and will
stabilize at the correlation-corrected value σ as soon as M is
large enough. For very large M, the estimate of σM becomes
noisy. Making use of the python module pyblock,54 we
automatically choose the ideal value of M for estimating σ as
suggested by Lee et al.55

To extract the excess polarization α, which defines the
dielectric decrement at low concentrations, as well as the
dielectric constant in the very high concentration (i.e., molten
salt) limit ϵms = ϵ(c → ∞ M), we fit our data for ϵ(c) to an
analytic model proposed by Gavish and Promislow.24
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ϵw = ϵ(c = 0 M) is the dielectric constant of pure water (which
we calculate separately and is thus not fit parameter). The
function L is given by

υ υ
υ

= −L( ) coth( )
1

(7)

For low concentrations, eq 6 reduces to the linear equation as
proposed by Hasted et al.19

αϵ = ϵ −c c( ) w (8)

2.4. Ion Pairing. To quantify the pairing between Na+ and
Cl− ions, we calculate the coordination number

∫π ρ= ′ ′ ′+ − + + −N r g r r r( ) 4 ( ) d
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is the radial distribution function (RDF) for the ion pair (Na+,
Cl−), NNa

+ (NCl
−) are the total numbers of Na+ (Cl−) ions, and

ρ =+
+N

VNa
Na (ρ =+

−N
VCl
Cl ) are the corresponding number

densities. The ion pair distances |ri − rj| are calculated
according to the minimum image convention. We also
compute a qualitative measure for the (Na+, Cl−) ion pair
formation times tij

asc. These are defined as the continuous time
span during which an ion i and a counterion j are at distances
below 4 Å under the prerequisite that the ion pair i, j
approaches distances smaller than 3.2 Å at least once during
this period. The 4 Å cutoff distance is chosen at distances
slightly larger than the first minimum in the Na+, Cl− RDF.
This mainly constrains the definition of an ion pair to the first
solvation shell while still allowing ions to fluctuate to distances
somewhat out of the first shell. This reduces the number of
times in which an ion briefly breaks the pair, just to form it
again shortly thereafter. The additional constraint of reaching
distances smaller than 3.2 Å is implemented to avoid counting
ions fluctuating in and out of this range from within the second
solvation shell without actually pairing. This definition allows
one to give an estimate for the time of tij

asc during which one
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particular ion pair i, j is in continuous close contact. If ion i is
replaced by an ion i,̃ tij

asc stops and a new tij ̃
asc starts.

Furthermore, ions i and j can pair multiple times during one
simulation run, and ion j can be paired simultaneously with
two counterions i and i.̃ While we believe this descriptor to be
relevant in the context of enhanced low-frequency dielectric
response (see Section 3.4), it should be kept in mind that the
estimates for the mean ion association time will depend on the
chosen cutoff distance and that the resulting pairing time
distribution will be different from the average time during
which an ion j is closely surrounded by at least one counterion
i.
With this definition, we calculate the ion pair formation time

distribution as

∑ ∑ ∑ δ= −
= = =

+ −
+ −

+ −
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where Nij is the number of times that ion i forms an ion pair
with ion j.
2.5. Water Dipole Alignment. The alignment of water

molecules surrounding the Na+ and Cl− ions is characterized
by
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where X ∈ {Na+, Cl−}. This average dipole alignment PX
r is

based on the projection of the individual water dipole

moments pj onto the radial unit vector ̂ =
−

| − |
rij

r r

r r
XO i j

i j

X O

X O , which

connects the ion i and the oxygen atom of the water molecule
j. |pH2O| is the (static) magnitude of the dipole moment of a
single water molecule, which differs for the different force
fields.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
3.1. Validation of Computational Setup. We start our

discussion by validating the convergence of ϵ with respect to
the simulated time interval of the MD simulations, which is
shown in Figure 1 for the CC force field as a representative
example. When using eq 3 to evaluate the dielectric constant,

relatively long simulations times are required to obtain
satisfactory convergence.57 In our case, simulation times of
12 ns give satisfactory convergence. Other methods to
compute ϵ may converge faster (see ref 58 for a recent
comparison) but were deemed unnecessary here since 12 ns of
simulation time for systems of the size considered here is
nowadays easily accessible for force-field-based MD calcu-
lations. In addition to the visual convergence check, we
computed estimates for the standard deviations of the mean, σ,
from a blocking analysis. We checked the reliability of these
estimates by computing error bars to σ (error of the error).
Independent of the force field, the corresponding relative
errors do not considerably exceed 10%, thus providing
confidence in our computational setup used to obtain σ.
Focusing on the minimum (c = 0 M, i.e., pure SPC/E water)

and maximum (c = 5 M) concentrations, we have also checked
the dependence of the calculated dielectric constants on
system size by increasing the size of the cubic simulation boxes
to box length L = 50.0 Å. The results shown in Table 1 are
identical within the statistical uncertainty. Consequently, the
smaller box (L = 25.5 Å) is large enough to avoid errors for ϵ
that are caused by finite size effects.

Our result for the dielectric constant of the CC force field at
zero ionic strength (resulting in pure SPC/E water) ϵw

CC =
ϵSPC/ E = 71.5 ± 1.9 is in good agreement with literature
results.59 The same holds true for MP, MP-S, and BPCEAV, all
of which result in pure TIP4P/2005. For these cases, we find
ϵw
TIP4P = 59.3 ± 1.3, in agreement with Abascal and Vega.42 We
emphasize here the known fact that SPC/E as well as TIP4P/
2005 strongly underestimates ϵ, when compared with
experimental results (ϵw = 78.3).56 This should be kept in
mind during the following analysis of the dielectric decrement.

3.2. Temperature Dependence of Dielectric Con-
stants. Before we turn to our results for the dielectric
decrement obtained with the different force fields, we briefly
discuss whether its temperature dependence is relevant in the
context of our MD simulations. Experimental data is available
for temperatures ranging from 278 to 308 K and concen-
trations between 0 and 5 M.60 The factor T−1 in the second
term of eq 3 leads to a “trivial” temperature dependence of our
MD results for the dielectric constants. The fluctuations of the
total dipole momentM may, however, also show a temperature
dependence, which is in principle included in our MD
simulations by the use of a thermostat. If this “nontrivial”
temperature dependence of ϵ is significant, then the dielectric
decrement should be considered at different temperatures.
For a given data set of concentration-dependent dielectric

constants, the aforementioned trivial temperature dependence
can be eliminated by defining the temperature rescaled
quantity

ϵ* = + [ϵ − ]
*

c T c T
T

T
( ; ) 1 ( ; ) 1

(13)

Figure 1. Dielectric constant (ϵ) as obtained with the CC force field
at 300 K for various ionic concentrations c (colored lines). The result
for pure water (ϵ(c = 0 M) = ϵw) is highlighted by the thick blue line,
and the corresponding experimental value56 (black horizontal line) is
shown for comparison.

Table 1. Dielectric Constant ϵ as Obtained with the CC
Force Field for Cubic Simulation Boxes with Different Box
Lengths L for Different Concentrations c. c = 0 M
Corresponds to Pure SPC/E Water

ϵ L = 25.5 Å L = 50.0 Å

c = 0 M 71.5 ± 1.9 71.5 ± 1.7
c = 5 M 32.0 ± 0.8 31.1 ± 0.8
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for a given reference temperature T*. We have plotted ϵ* in
Figure 2 for T* = 300 K as a function of concentration for 278,

300, and 308 K, again using the CC force field as a
representative example. (The same trends are obtained for
the other force fields as well.) Considering the error bars in our
calculations (see Section 3.1), we find the three solid lines
corresponding to our MD data to overlap. Within the
temperature range considered here, our MD simulations do
not show any temperature dependence of the dipole
fluctuations, and the temperature dependence of the dielectric
decrement is uniquely governed by the trivial temperature
dependence included in eq 13. We have also applied eq 13 to
the experimental data from Buchner et al.60 that is available for
ϵ(c) at 278, 298, and 308 K and plotted the results in Figure 2
(dashed lines). A significant nontrivial temperature depend-
ence is only observed experimentally for T < 300 K and c > 2
M, whereas the data for ε*(c) almost overlaps at 298 and 308
K. This latter observation agrees with the predictions from the
MD simulations at those temperatures.
Since the MD simulations did not show any nontrivial

temperature dependence, we focus our analysis on the data
obtained from MD simulations at 300 K.
3.3. Dielectric Decrement. As already indicated by the

results presented before (Sections 3.1 and 3.2), our MD
simulations predict a continuous decrease of the dielectric
constant with increasing concentration. This is true not only
for the CC force field discussed above but also for the other
force fields. A comparison of the resulting ϵ(c) is plotted in
Figure 3. For CC, MP, and MP-S, the dielectric decrement is
approximately linear only below a 2 M concentration and
strongly levels off thereafter. For BPCEAV, the deviation from
linearity appears to be weaker and more in line with the
experiment. To put this onto a more quantitative basis, we fit
the data obtained for the four force fields by eq 6. The fit
parameters are compiled in Table 2.
At low concentrations, the dielectric decrement is propor-

tional to α (see eq 8). Although the error bars on the fit
parameters obtained from the correlation matrix of the fit are
relatively large, we can clearly distinguish two groups of force
fields: CC and MP giving a value above 10 M−1, and MP-S and
BPCEAV giving a value below 10 M−1. We will come back to
this with a more detailed analysis in Section 3.5.

We now turn to the high concentration limit. Comparing ϵms
directly with the experiment is complicated due the fact that
SPC/E and TIP4P/2005 predict incorrect dielectric constants
for pure water at room temperature. We therefore focus on the
difference ϵw − ϵms. Clearly, this difference, which we may
consider as the maximally achievable dielectric decrement, is
more in line with the experiment for BPCEAV and CC than it
is for MP and MP-S. Furthermore, although ϵw − ϵms is similar
for CC and the experiment, the shape of these two data sets
differs strongly. While CC shows a stronger fall-off at low
concentrations (indicated by a large value of α), it stabilizes
much more strongly at high concentrations, while for the
gradient of ϵ(5 M), BPCEAV is in much better agreement with
the experiment. We attribute this overstabilization of the
dielectric decrement at high concentrations for CC, MP, and
MP-S to excessive ion pairing observed for these force fields, as
discussed next.

3.4. Ion-Pairing Effects. In Figure 4 and Table 3, we have
quantified the (Na+, Cl−) ion pairing as described by the
different force fields. BPCEAV shows the smallest values for
the RDF gNa

+
Cl

−(r) and the corresponding coordination
number NNa

+
Cl

−(r) at the small Na+−Cl− distances (r < 4Å)
considered here. This can be rationalized by the distance and
well-depth parameters of the Lennard-Jones potentials, which
are significantly different for BPCEAV compared with the
other force fields (see the Supporting Information). At larger

Figure 2. Concentration-dependent rescaled dielectric constant ϵ*(c;
T) as defined by eq 13 for NaCl solutions as obtained from our MD
simulations with the CC force field (solid lines) and experiments60

(dashed lines) each at three different temperatures. The lines
connecting the data points are only to guide the eye.

Figure 3. Dielectric constant ϵ at 300 K as a function of salt
concentration as obtained from the MD simulations with the CC,
BPCEAV, MP, and MPS force fields (colored symbols) in comparison
to the experimental data from60 (black symbols). The indicated errors
ϵ obtained from the MD simulations have been obtained as described
in the text. The solid lines (of same colors) are the result of fitting eq
6 to the corresponding data. The fit parameters are compiled in Table
2.

Table 2. Parameters α and ϵms Obtained by Fitting Equation
6 to ϵ(c) from the MD Simulations with the Different Force
Fields (See 2.1) and the Experimental Data from Buchner et
al.60,a

α (M−1) ϵms ϵw ϵw − ϵms

CC 13.9 ± 0.4 18.9 ± 1.3 71.5 ± 1.9 52.6
BPCEAV 9.9 ± 0.5 9.1 ± 3.3 59.3 ± 1.3 50.2
MP 11.1 ± 0.4 17.4 ± 1.4 59.3 ± 1.3 41.9
MPS 9.3 ± 0.5 21.8 ± 2.1 59.3 ±1.3 37.5
expt. 11.7 ± 0.3 28.8 ± 2.1 78.3 ± 1.3 49.5

aϵw = ϵ(c = 0 M) is obtained directly from the simulations for pure
water or the experimental value,56 respectively, and used to calculate
the relative decrement ϵw − ϵms.
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distances, where the Coulomb interactions dominate, these
differences are washed out. On the other hand, CC, MP, and
MP-S show much stronger ion pairing, which may (partially)
be responsible for the reduced dielectric decrement at high
molarities. The question remains whether this is realistic or a
shortcoming of the force fields used. Compared to ion
association constants determined from conductometric meas-
urements, our results clearly indicate too high probability of
ion pairing. Fuoss61 found an ion association constant of Ka =
0.82 for NaCl. Estimating the activity coefficients entering the
equilibrium equation from a Davies expression, this would give
ion association of below 1‰ at 0.5 M concentration, much
lower than what we observe. The strong ion association
observed at 4 M would also suggest these ion pairs might be
visible in X-ray diffraction measurements. No ion−ion contacts
were, however, detected in X-ray diffraction measurements in 5
M solutions of NaCl.62 At first glance, the strong formation of
contact ion pairs in CC, MP, and MP-S thus seems to be a
shortcoming of these force fields. It may even indicate an
incorrect solubility of NaCl in CC, MP, and MP-S. For the
case of CC, a strongly reduced solubility compared with the
experiment has actually been shown by Moucǩa et al.7 (where
CC is called SDGM). Reassuringly, however, although we
observe a relatively high probability to form (Na+, Cl−) pairs,
no excessively sharp peaks that could suggest formation of a

solid phase were observed in the Na+Na+ and Na+Cl− radial
distribution functions even at high molarities.
To investigate this further, we compute ion association times

from our MD simulations as described in Section 2.4. Figure 5

shows a histogram of these ion association times for the
different force fields in a 3 M solution. The average pairing
times for CC, BPCEAV, MP, and MP-S are 20, 3, 24, and 8 ps,
respectively. This is on the same order of magnitude as the
average pairing times observed by Rinne et al.30 (12 ps) and
still shorter than the decay times of 70 ps extracted by Sega et
al.35 from the dielectric response for the GROMOS force field.
As shown by Sega et al.,35 long-lived ion pairs can

significantly enhance the low-frequency dielectric response
χ(ω → 0). On the other hand, Rinne et al.30 found that pair
formation times on the order of 12 ps do not spuriously
enhance the low-frequency dielectric response. These authors
also obtained reasonable agreement of their simulated
dielectric response with experimental results, that is, χ(ω →
0) decreased with increasing molarity, as expected.
Even in the case that the ion association times in our

simulations (especially for CC and MP) and the probability to
form such an ion pair were sufficient to enhance the low-
frequency dielectric response, χ, this would not show up in our
calculations of ϵ. ϵ, as defined in eq 3, does not include ion-
pairing effects, since the ion−ion and ion−water cross-terms
are not considered. Since the effective field of the ion pair is
reduced compared with that of an ion, ion pairing can
therefore be expected to reduce the slope of ϵ(c) compared
with a case without ion pairing. Our analysis hence suggests
that the reduced slope of the dielectric constant as a function
of concentration c observed for CC, MP, and MP-S at high
concentrations, which is not in line with experimental results,
may be due to the formation of spurious contact ion pairs.

3.5. Influence of Scaled Ionic Charges. As mentioned
above, MP-S and BPCEAV result in a smaller ionic excess than
CC and MP. It is immediately striking that the magnitude of α
seems to correlate with the ionic charge used in the force field.
On average, αMP−S, BPCEAV is smaller than αCC,MP by a factor of
0.77. Comparing only αMP−S and αMP, we find a factor 0.84.
Considering the error bars in α, this compares reasonably well
with the difference in ionic charges in the two groups of force
fields (qion = ±0.85e for MP-S and BPCEAV and qion = ±1e for
CC and MP). To investigate this further, we plot the average

Figure 4. Radial distribution functions gNa+Cl−(r) (top row) and
corresponding coordination numbers NNa

+
Cl

−(r) (bottom row)
calculated at c = 0.5 M (left column), 1.0 M (middle column), and
4.0 M (right column) using the four different force fields.

Table 3. Value of the Coordination Number NNa
+
Cl

−(r =
3.4Å) Compared to the Probability of Ion Association
Calculated Using a Value of Ka = 0.82 Determined by
Fuoss61 from Conductometric Measurements (Ion activities
Were Estimated Using a Davies Expression)a

0.5 M 1.0 M 4 M

CC 0.074 0.12 0.586
BPCEAV 0.009 0.020 0.095
MP 0.069 0.111 0.519
MP-S 0.050 0.122 0.559
Expt.61 <0.001
MD30 ∼0.15

aFinally, we also compare with the probability of contact ion pair
formation obtained in molecular dynamics (MD) simulations by
Rinne et al.30

Figure 5. Histogram of contact ion pair formation times for a 3 M
solution. Note that all of the probability density functions pNa+Cl−

pair (t)
are scaled to give a value of 1 at the shortest association times
evaluated to allow for easier comparison of the different force fields.
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alignment of the water dipoles PNa+
r (r) and PCl−

r (r) (around the
Na+ and Cl− ions; see eq 12) in Figure 6.

Naively, one would expect single water dipoles to align more
strongly in the field of more strongly charged ions and Pr(r) to
decrease as qion/r

2, corresponding to the electric field caused by
the respective ion. This effect is, indeed, apparent in Figure 6
for the sodium ion at small distances below ∼4 Å: Here, we
observe a strong polarization near the ions that decreases
rapidly as r increases. Furthermore, for r < 3 Å, the average
polarization is clearly lower for MP-S and BPCEAV (both
having charges scaled by 0.85) than for CC and MP (with
charges qion = ±1e). As we go to larger distances around 4.8 Å,
the average polarization increases again. This is likely caused
by water−water interactions rather than direct water−ion
interactions, which would also explain why there is no trend
visible any more with the magnitude of qion in the different
force fields. Interestingly, the second peak in the mean
polarization does not correspond to the second solvation shell
as indicated by the second maximum in the RDF but is shifted
toward the tail of the second RDF peak.
For the chlorine ion, the situation becomes somewhat more

complicated. At small distances below ∼3.6 Å, the average
polarization is constant and does not increase above ∼0.6,
independent of the force field used. A maximum value of 0.6 in
average polarization around an anion may not come as a
surprise, since this corresponds to the average polarization that
we would expect if all water molecules point one H atom

toward the Cl− ion. That this value does not decrease up to r ≈
3.6Å likely indicates a saturation effect. This is indeed
supported by the fact that the plateau region stops earlier for
MP-S and BPCEAV (scaled charges) than for CC and MP and
that the average polarization continues to lie lower for MP-S
and BPCEAV than for CC and MP up to r ≈ 4.3Å. As for Na+,
we observe a second maximum in the average polarization at
even larger distances (r ≈ 5.7Å), which again corresponds to
the (late) tail of the second solvation shell. We show in the
Supporting Information that this analysis (qualitatively) does
not change when PCl−

r (r) is calculated based on the distance to
the closest hydrogen atom of the surrounding water molecules.
To analyze this in even more detail, we will now concentrate

on a comparison of the results for MP and MP-S only. Since
these two force fields differ only in the size of the ionic charges,
their comparison allows us to directly extract the effect of the
scaled charges without any influence of other force field
parameters. From simple electrostatics, we would expect the
average polarization to scale linearly with the charge qion of the
ion. We therefore present in Figure 7 the results not only for

Pr; MP and Pr; MP−S but also for Pr; MP rescaled = 0.85·Pr; MP, which
we might expect to lie on top of Pr; MP−S if the electrostatic
ion−water dipole interaction is the only effect influencing Pr.
Indeed, at large distances, we observe a much better
correlation between Pr; MP rescaled and Pr; MP−S than between
Pr; MP and Pr; MP−S, suggesting that the pure electrostatic
argument of qion acting on the water dipoles holds. At smaller
distances, however, deviations between the average polar-
ization Pr; MP rescaled and Pr; MP−S become apparent. For Cl−, we
have already attributed this to saturation effects becoming
important at r < 3.6 Å, that is, within the first solvation shell.
The observed deviations for Na+ at r < 3.0 Å, that is, again

Figure 6. Average alignment of dipole vectors Pr(r) around Na+ (top)
and Cl− (bottom) ions. To allow a judgment on how likely it is to find
a dipole at distance r, we also plot the ion-oxygen RDF for the CC
force field (gray line). The RDFs for the other force fields are similar.
Note that the results for Pr(r) naturally become noisy at distances
where the ion-oxygen RDF becomes small. All results are taken from
0.1 M solutions to avoid ion−ion interactions.

Figure 7. Same as Figure 6 for MP and MP-S, but also Pr; MP rescaled =
0.85·Pr; MP for comparison.
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within the first solvation shell, indicate that saturation effects
also become important for the Na+ ion. This beginning
saturation at r < 3.0 Å also explains why we do not observe a
qualitative 1/r2 behavior of Pr(r) at small distances.
This information should now be put together with the

observations made for α, that is, that αMP−S ≈ 0.85 αMP. Let us
first consider the case of Cl− in which Pr(r) within the first
solvation shell is saturated independent of the force field and
the ionic charge qion used. Invoking the commonly accepted
view of the dielectric decrement being caused on a single
particle level by each independent water molecule orienting
preferentially along the ionic field direction, the constant Pr

would rather suggest a dielectric decrement that is
independent of qion for the cases studied here. This is,
however, not the case as seen by the change in α when
changing qion in MP and MP-S. Our observation, which can (to
a lesser extent) also be extended to the Na+ ions, thus seems to
back the idea put forward by Rinne et al.:30 that the dielectric
decrement is caused by an ion-induced breakdown of water−
water interactions, which would show up to a much lesser
extent in Pr. Since the saturation effect in PNa+

r is weaker than in
PCl−
r , it would be interesting to split the dielectric decrement

into a part stemming from the anions and one from the
cations. This is, however, not easily achievable for neutral cells.

4. CONCLUSIONS

We have presented a comparative study of the performance of
four different force fields for the description of the dielectric
decrement observed at high ionic concentrations. Our focus
was thereby not only to analyze the origin of the dielectric
decrement in the different force fields but also to investigate
the influence of the scaling of ionic charges on the dielectric
decrement.
For three of the force fields studied, we found strong contact

ion pair formation at high concentrations. For a 3 M solution,
lifetimes between 8 and 24 ps were found. The strong contact
ion pair formation in these force fields correlates with a
reduced dielectric decrement at high concentrations, which is
not in line with the experiment. We therefore argue that this
strong ion pair formation is a result of an inaccurate
description of interactions in those force fields.
The influence of scaling of ionic charges was investigated at

low concentrations. Our analysis of the dielectric decrement
suggests a close to 1:1 relation between the ionic charge and
the initial slope of the dielectric constant as a function of
concentration. While this may be expected, it seems to be at
odds with the average polarization Pr(r) of water molecules
around an ion. Within the first solvation shell, where
polarization effects are the strongest, we found a negligible
influence of the ion charge on Pr(r) around Cl−. Around Na+,
the polarization did depend on the ion charge, but the scaling
was not linear. Only at larger distances, a linear scaling of Pr(r)
with the ion charge was found. If the ionic decrement were
thus a pure saturation effect, we would not expect the dielectric
decrement to scale linearly with ionic charge. This observation
strengthens the argument put forward by Rinne et al.,30 who
suggested that the dielectric decrement may be caused by an
ion-induced disturbance of the water−water correlations,
which causes a reduction of the Kirkwood g factor and
hence of the dielectric constant, rather than by a saturation
effect in the water alignment.
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